2022 319 Application Form - General and Focus Watershed
***********REVISED 10/22/2021***********

General Information

Project Name Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project
Big Hole Watershed Committee

Sponsor Name

Registered with the Secretary of State?
623593147

Duns #

Primary Contact
Title

Ben LaPorte

Phone Number
Email Address

Y

Does your organization have liability insurance?

Y

Title Executive Director

PO Box 21

Divide

Registered with SAM?

Signatory Pedro Marques

Restoration Program Manager

Address
City

Y

Address PO Box 21
State

MT

Zip Code 59727

303-808-5611
blaporte@bhwc.org

Signature

City Divide

State MT

Zip Code 59727

Phone Number 406-552-2369
Email Address

pmarques@bhwc.org

Signature

Technical and Administrative Qualifications
This application and the work proposed are led by the Big Hole Watershed Committee (BHWC), a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit that serves
the Big Hole River watershed and its communities. The BHWC is led by a 23-member Governing Board made up of diverse
stakeholders and operated by three full-time and two part-time staff. The full-time staff includes Pedro Marques, Executive Director
with the organization for 3 years with 11+ years' experience executing large restoration projects successfully. The project will be
managed by Ben LaPorte, Restoration Program Manager, who has led BHWC restoration project work for 4 years, implementing
innovative solutions for nonpoint source pollution problems. Work is also supported by Tana Nulph, our Associate Director with 7+
years' experience managing state grants. BHWC's current staff has successfully managed 4 DEQ 319 contracts worth over $600,000.
Past Projects
Project Name
Upper Oregon Creek
Restoration Project

Lower French Creek
Restoration Project

Oregon Creek
Restoration Project
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Grant or
Contract Amount

Funding Entity (entity name/program, contact
person, phone, email)

Ongoing

$ 89,000.00

Montana Department of Environment Quality (319)
Eric Trum-Water Quality Specialist
406-444-0531, etrum@mt.gov

2020

$ 240,000.00

Montana Department of Environment Quality (319)
Eric Trum-Water Quality Specialist
406-444-0531, etrum@mt.gov

2020

$ 121,590.00

Montana Department of Environment Quality (319)
Eric Trum-Water Quality Specialist
406-444-0531, etrum@mt.gov

Completion Date

Budget Summary: *Fields outlined in black on this page will auto-populate from other sections of the
application form. Fields outlined in red on this page will not auto-populate. You must manually input the information for
fields outlined in red.
Federal
Other
Total
319 Funding Non-Federal
Match
Funding
Cost
Match
Request
Education and Outreach Project
Administration

Project 1 Name
Project Planning & Oversight
Landowner Agreements, O & M
Project Implementation
Other Activities
Project Effectiveness Monitoring
Total

$ 5,000

$0

$0

$0

$ 5,000

$ 16,330

$0

$0

$0

$ 16,330

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project
$ 13,330

$0

$0

$0

$ 13,330

$0

$ 100

$0

$0

$ 100

$ 85,479

$ 66,587

$0

$0

$ 152,066

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$ 2,400

$0

$0

$0

$ 2,400

$ 101,209

$ 66,687

$0

$0

$ 167,896

Project 2 Name
Project Planning & Oversight

$0

Landowner Agreements, O & M

$0

Project Implementation

$0

Other Activities

$0

Project Effectiveness Monitoring

$0

Total

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Project 3 Name
Project Planning & Oversight

$0

Landowner Agreements, O & M

$0

Project Implementation

$0

Other Activities

$0

Project Effectiveness Monitoring

$0

Total

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Project 4 Name
Project Planning & Oversight

$0

Landowner Agreements, O & M

$0

Project Implementation

$0

Other Activities

$0

Project Effectiveness Monitoring

$0
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Total

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Grand Total

$ 122,539

$ 66,687

$0

$0

$ 189,225

Education and Outreach

DEQ recognizes that developing good projects often requires a considerable amount of time and effort up front to
build relationships and trust with individual landowners and stakeholder groups. To promote the development of
future projects, DEQ is encouraging project sponsors to use up to $5,000 in 319 funding for education and outreach
to develop and capitalize on these critical relationships. DEQ encourages applicants to incorporate on-the-ground
projects into education and outreach efforts through on-site demonstrations and project tours. 319 funding may not
be used to pay for food and beverages, or for honorariums and gifts. Education and outreach activities funded by 319
or used as match for 319 funding must adhere to all of the eligibility requirements outlined in the annual Call for
Applications document.

Education and Outreach Deliverables (Identify the education and outreach activities you will engage in and methods
you will use to document their completion.)
BHWC is proud to share our projects and educate the public as well as targeted audiences at all project stages. Our social media
presence is growing and we will create content from this project for public distribution online and in print. Education and outreach
activities will include:
1. Status Reports/Media: BHWC will publish content for social media and other outlets related to the project's goals to reduce
sediment and increase natural water storage in our creeks and rivers.
2. Newsletter: BWHC will create, publish, and distribute 1 BHWC newsletter and include a project report.
3. Public Meeting: Project status or results will be presented at least 3 BHWC monthly meetings.
4. BHWC will create visually compelling video content to showcase the project.
Deliverables:
1. One BHWC newsletter.
2. Three BHWC public meetings.
3. One project outreach video showcasing the benefits to water quality and riparian health from the project.

State
Cash Match

Local
Cash Match

In-Kind
Match

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request
$ 5,000

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$0

$ 5,000

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Project Administration

Project administration includes book keeping, invoicing, interim/annual/final report preparation, office
supplies, rent, communications, etc. Up to 10% of the total requested 319 funds for your entire application can
be used to pay for project administration. However, like all other tasks, payment is by reimbursement for
actual expenses incurred.

Project Administration Deliverables (Include interim/mid-year, annual, and final reports, as well as invoicing
and office necessities.)
BHWC will oversee and be accountable for the completion of all tasks. BHWC will maintain regular contact with the DEQ project
manager throughout the life of the project/contract. BHWC will prepare and submit all necessary billing statements, status reports,
annual reports, and final reports according to DEQ contract scheduling and formatting requirements. BHWC will ensure that all
reports are written clearly with appropriate grammar, punctuation, and level of detail requested by DEQ.
Deliverables:
1. BHWC will submit an Attachment B-billing statement with each status report, annual report, and final report.
2. BHWC will submit a status report on or before June 15th of every year (or based on DEQ's reporting schedule).
3. BHWC will submit an annual report on or before December 15th of each year (or based on DEQ's reporting schedule).
4. BHWC will submit a complete draft final report for DEQ review and comment at least 15 days prior to the contract expiration
date.
5. BHWC will submit a final report addressing DEQ's comments on or before the contract expiration date.

State
Cash Match

In-Kind
Match

Local
Cash Match

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request
$ 16,330

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$0

$ 16,330

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Project Form
A separate Project Form (including providing separate attachments) must be submitted for each project
included in your application. Use the following examples to help determine when to lump and when to split
projects. For additional assistance, contact Mark Ockey at mockey@mt.gov or 406-465-0039.
Splitting Examples (fill out multiple Project Forms)
•

Stream restoration work occurring on two separate streams, on parcels owned by two separate individuals

•

Two projects with significantly different sets of project partners

•

Two projects that address substantially different pollution sources (e.g., one project moves a corral off of a
streambank, and another removes mine tailings, with both projects being on the same property)

Lumping Examples
•

Contiguous stream restoration work spanning multiple land parcels

•

3 projects that address similar sources of pollution on a single land parcel (e.g., moving a corral off a stream,
implementing a grazing management plan, and relocating a manure storage facility out of the floodplain, all on
the same ranch)
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Project 1 Name

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project

Select the watershed restoration plan (WRP) that your project will help implement.
Upper and North Fork Big Hole - Big Hole Watershed Committee

Letter of support from author entity attached? (If no, explain why below.)

NA

The applicant is the WRP authoring entity.

Waterbody name from 2020 List of Impaired
Waters

North Fork Big Hole River (N.F.)-MT41D004_101

Probable causes of impairment to be
addressed

Sedimentation-Siltation; Flow Regime Modification; Alteration in stream-side
or littoral vegetative covers

Waterbody name from 2020 List of Impaired
Waters
Probable causes of impairment to be
addressed

OR*
Name of healthy waterbody to be protected
Description of identified threat to nonimpairment status

Name of healthy waterbody to be protected

Description of identified threat to nonimpairment status

*While the majority of the available 319 project funding is dedicated to addressing known impairments, EPA is allowing states to use
a limited amount of funding to protect non-impaired waters (healthy waters) from becoming impaired.
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Project 1 Location

Upstream End

Latitude

-113.5750

Longitude 45.6612

Downstream End

Latitude

-113.5642

Longitude 45.6664

Centerpoint

Latitude

-113.5698

Longitude 45.6642

Upstream End

Latitude

Longitude

Downstream End

Latitude

Longitude

Centerpoint

Latitude

Longitude

Upstream End

Latitude

Longitude

Downstream End

Latitude

Longitude

Centerpoint

Latitude

Longitude

List the 12-digit Hydrologic
Unit Code(s) (HUCs) in which
the project area is located

✔
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Big Hole, 10020004

Project site map(s) attached, showing the location of all proposed on-the-grount restoration activities?

Community Participation and Support
Landowner
Erb LivestockCal Herb

Contributions to Project

Letter of
Support
Attached?

Provide project support; allow access; provide native materials for project
implementation;participate in project coordination; signed landowner agreement
The landowner is fully supportive of the project, USFWS and BHWC are still
working out specific details on the grazing management plan (fencing).
LOS from the landowner is coming once fencing layout is finalized.

Partner

Role

US Fish and Wildlife Service- Jim
Magee (Fish and Wildlife
Biologist)

CCAA partner and project support. USFWS will provide important technical
support, project management and oversight assistance. Main landowner contact.
Will support in permitting, grazing management/fencing plan and
fisheries/vegetation response.

Montana Fish Wildlife and
Parks-Jim Olsen (Big Hole Fish
Biologist)

MFWP will assist with developing project objectives, and provide important
technical support in fisheries response and permitting conditions. Knowledgeable
in BHWC's stream restoration projects . Very supportive of the proposed project.

Montana Department of Natural
Resources and ConservationMatt Norberg (Hydrologist CCAA)

CCAA partner. Supportive of the project and knowledgeable in BHWC stream
restoration projects throughout the watershed.

Montana Fish Wildlife and
Parks-Jarrett Payne (Riparian
Ecologist)

Lead CCAA liaison and chief authority on riparian vegetation component. MFWP
will assist with developing project objectives, and provide important technical
support in vegetation response and permitting conditions. Knowledgeable in
BHWC's stream restoration projects . Very supportive of the proposed project.

Letter of
Support
Attached?

✔

✔

✔

Other Community/Stakeholder Support
The Arctic Grayling Recovery Program (AGRP) is a multi-agency partnership whose mission is to coordinate Arctic grayling recovery
and restoration in Montana. AGRP, represented by the USFWS, is supportive of habitat restoration projects that are aimed at
greater ecosystem resiliency in the Big Hole watershed to benefit the grayling. Montana FWP supports this project for its potential
to enhance cold-water inputs and decrease sediment loading to the N.F. Big Hole. They are particularly interested in supporting
future phases of this project that aspire to reconnect the Smith Sage system to the N.F. A successful outcome for the proposed
project will improve our standing in future negotiations with the landowner about the ditch that creates a hydrologic break in the
Sage Smith system when flows range from below bankfull to baseflows. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and the Southwest
Montana Sagebrush Partnership (SMSP) support restoration efforts that provide enhanced habitat for at-risk fisheries and species
such as Arctic grayling and sage grouse. TNC is an active and supportive partner on this project.
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Project Description
Describe the nature and extent of the nonpoint source problem you are trying to address, the root causes of the
problem, and your proposed solution.
The Smith Sage Springs (SSS) is the largest wet meadow (i.e., mesic) area in an approximately 22,000-acre sagebrush tract,
providing vital habitat for sage-grouse, sage obligate songbirds, elk, pronghorn, and other wildlife and avian species. SSS originates
as a series of year-round springs within an expansive sedge wetland complex with deep peat soils. The stream channel is poorly
defined, with water seasonally flowing overland through the wetland with no discernable channel. The spring then abruptly
cascades over a number of significant, active headcuts that are migrating upstream, lowering the water table and threatening to
degrade the upstream sedge wetland complex. An aerial assessment completed by TNC estimated the headcut has migrated 210'
upstream from 1953 to 2013, a rate of approximately 3 feet/year. Change in vegetation from wetland to xeric conditions was
identifiable in this study (Figure 1) in the area adjacent to and below the migrating headcut. Below the largest headcut (approx. 8 ft
tall by 50 ft wide), the stream begins to flow in an incised and relatively straight gulley channel that gradually transforms into a
more well-defined C-type channel. Several banks along the gully and C-channel are eroding laterally as large chunks of earth and
grass regularly calve into the channel.
Hydrologic function has been lost below the headcuts, with the deeply incised channel rarely accessing its floodplain. Adjacent
vegetation composition has been completely converted to upland grass species, with shrubby cinquefoil and sagebrush clear
indicators of site drying. The diminished water supply of this system has also influenced grazing behavior, concentrating cattle
where they can access water. Large hummocks have formed, covering over 5 aces on the right floodplain, expediting the
conversion of mesic to upland habitat and further adds to riparian degradation and sedimentation of the system. Groundwater
seepage originates on this side of the floodplain (Figure 2).
Historic irrigation and agricultural practices are the likely the cause of the headcutting, downcutting and bank erosion. Return
flows from previously flood irrigated fields overwhelmed the stream and an irrigation diversion at the lower end of the system likely
caused the original headcut. Flood irrigation practices have changed and no longer pose a threat to the area. The combination of
the large headcuts and eroding banks contributes an estimated 36.7 tons of sediment/year. During high water, flows from SSS
overtops the ditch and reconnects to the N.F. The rest of the year this cold water system is cut off from the rest of the Big Hole
River. Conversations have begun with the landowner about irrigation alternatives that would allow us to reconnect this drainage to
the North Fork for future phases of this project.
The focus of this proposal is to prevent the further degradation of the SSS wetland, eliminate excessive sedimentation and restore
hydrologic function to this critical mesic resource. This will be accomplished by:
1) Removing grazing pressure by installing fencing around the project area and implementing a grazing management plan
(rest/rotation) with the landowner; 2) Eliminate all headcuts by filling the existing channel to grade with earth from surrounding
uplands and large wood salvaged from the nearby Trail Creek fire to establish a new "stage 0" floodplain; 3) Restore 5 acres of
year-long, spring-fed wetlands by removing livestock created hummocks using low ground pressure equipment; 4) Create 500 ft. of
new baseflow channel and regrade 571 feet of vertical eroding banks. Also induce meanders and strategically aggrade the channel
where high flows will activate old side-channels, further improving floodplain connectivity and sediment reduction.

Is this project a continuation of a previous project? If so, please explain the connection.
No previous restoration work has been completed on this site, however, this project is a continuation of planning efforts started by
USFWS in 2020. Initial survey and preliminary designs have been completed by Confluence Consulting. 3 multi-stakeholder site
visits have taken place, including one in October, 2021 in which the preliminary design was vetted and approved.
Site is nearby one of the largest known Sagegrouse Leks in the upper Big Hole, which has been part of a USFWS/FWP study for the
past 3 years. Lek location and frequent use is tied to the mesic resource, which also serves as elk calving ground.
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Water Quality Benefits and Sustainability

Explain why the project is an appropriate next step for making progress towards removing a pollutant/waterbody
combination from Montana's 2020 Impaired Waters List or preventing a healthy waterbody from becoming impaired?
The nonpoint source goals for the Smith Sage Springs restoration project include significant sediment loading reductions through
the elimination of the headcut area and the restoration of the downstream eroding banks. Additional benefits include increased
water storage through floodplain connection and significant habitat improvements. Most importantly, the landowner has agreed
to install fencing and alter grazing management to protect the restored area and has also expressed willingness to reconnect this
waterway to the North Fork of the Big Hole River (future project). Though the Smith Sage Springs are presently disconnected from
the mainstem of the North Fork Big Hole below bankful flows, they pose a significant opportunity to restore 4.5 miles of critical cold
water inputs into the Big Hole and reconnect refugia for native trout species, the Arctic grayling and Westslope cutthroat trout.
Following the project work, FWP intends to reintroduce grayling into this reach which has habitat characteristics favorable for
re-introduction and persistence of the species.

Will your project address a major local source of nonpoint source pollution? Explain.
Yes, the project will address two major local sources of sediment-the active headcut area and downstream eroding banks. This
sediment is transported to the N. F. Big Hole during high flow periods. Rapid BEHI assessments were performed on all 5 eroding
banks and the active headcut area. The estimated sediment load in the project reach is 36.7 tons/year. This project will
substantively eliminate this sediment source down to that of a naturally functioning stream. The restoration of the large
hummocks and the elimination of cattle grazing will address an immeasurable amount of nonpoint source sediment entering the
stream. We also anticipate, with the saturation of more peat soils, and improved groundwater recharge, that stream temperatures
of the SSS will decrease. These lower temperatures will improve the temperature impairment on the N.F. as more cold
groundwater feeds the system.

Will the project create long-term, sustainable reductions in NPS pollution? Explain.
The project will result in significant reductions of sediment entering the Smith Sage Springs and re-set ecologic trends in the
drainage towards ever-decreasing amounts of sediment and temperatures. This will in turn, improve aquatic habitat due to the
reduced amount of large sediment loads filling pools and clogging spawning gravels. Expanding and maximizing the floodplain and
mesic connectivity will also decrease water temperatures by improving groundwater recharge and natural water storage. By
reconnecting the stream to its historic floodplain and expanding wetland acreage, flooding impacts will be diminished and this
improved water storage capacity will also alleviate drought impacts. Despite historically low precipitation in 2021, the mesic area
above the headcut still had standing, cold water throughout the summer. We will create more of those conditions through this
project. Project is designed to be self-maintaining by end of project contract, producing sustainable contaminant reductions.

Describe how the project will promote self-maintaining, natural, ecological and social processes that protect water
quality?
Left unaddressed, the existing headcut will progress several feet a year, gradually lowering the water table of this unique mesic
resource. Sedimentation will persist, along with elevated water temperature and loss of riparian vegetation with deep, binding
root mass. This project was designed to stop the degradation, but in a way that reclaims lost floodplain acres and re-establishes as
much wetland as possible, in one effort. Restoration will restore hydrologic connectivity with the spring and mesic corridor and
improve wetland vegetation species and invertebrate composition. Grazing management actions and fencing will allow for
complete recovery of the resource. The abundant water resource upstream of the headcut and peat soils make for a high
likelihood of success with revegetation of the site following construction. Maintaining and enhancing this mesic habitat is
important for many wildlife species in the sage-steppe ecosystem, providing food and water resources for the greater sage grouse,
sagebrush obligate songbirds, elk, pronghorn, and increased forage for livestock. This project builds on continued landowner-led
conservation in the Big Hole Valley and will ideally stimulate additional nonpoint so source pollution prevention work.
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Nonpoint Source Goals and Success Metrics
Nonpoint source pollution goal

Action that will be taken to reach the goal

Metrics used to measure success

Sediment/siltation reduction

Removing grazing pressure by installing fencing Linear feet of riparian fencing installed.
around the project area and implementing a
grazing management plan (rest/rotation) with
the landowner;

Sediment/siltation reduction

Eliminate all headcuts by filling the existing
Pre/post project BEHI calculations.
channel to grade with earth from surrounding
uplands and large wood salvaged from the
nearby Trail Creek fire to establish a new "stage
0" floodplain;

Sediment/siltation reduction

Restore 5 acres of year-long, spring-fed
wetlands by removing livestock created
hummocks using low ground pressure
equipment;

Before/after photos.

Sediment/siltation reduction

Regrade 571 feet of vertical eroding banks and
activate abandoned side-channel habitat with
in-stream structures to induce meanders and
aggrade the channel.

Pre/post project BEHI calculations.
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Project Education and Outreach
Describe the educational benefits of your project. Will the project inspire additional
nonpoint source pollution prevention work within the watershed?
BHWC will use video footage, aerial imagery, time-lapse, and before-and-after photos to conduct public education and outreach.
We will showcase project progress/results on our website, social media, newsletters, and monthly public meetings. Compelling
imagery and communication of project benefits to the river, fish and wildlife, and the recreational community, should inspire
additional nonpoint source pollution prevention work within the Big Hole watershed. Furthermore, this project has the attention of
the large ranch that owns the Smith Sage Springs site and the water rights therein. They want to work with a broad partnership to
improve the natural water infrastructure of this location and make changes to grazing and irrigation in return. This is a large
landowner in the area, whose participation in this type of restoration will influence neighboring properties to implement green
infrastructure and restoration projects of their own.

Bigger Picture Benefits

NPS pollution projects often have benefits that go beyond simply cleaning up Montana's lakes and streams. Describe
your project's benefits to each of the items below. If there are no associated benefits, type "NA" for "not applicable".

Environmental Justice (EJ)
Will the project improve or create public access to a healthy environment?
Although the proposed project is on private land, public benefits will include improved ecological services of sediment retention,
natural water storage, lower stream temperatures and improved habitat for fish and wildlife. Mesic or wetland meadow
ecosystems occupy a small portion of the broader landscape in the sage steppe ecosystem, yet have a disproportionately important
influence on wildlife, vegetation, and water resources. An on-going Big Hole Sage Grouse Ecology Project has identified the Smith
Sage Springs as important year-round habitat for sage grouse and has found sage grouse hens and their broods utilizing the mesic
area to feed on insects and forbs in summer and early fall. The mesic habitat and adjacent sagebrush habitat is also productive elk
calving and pronghorn summer range. Conserving this critical habitat will help conserve wildlife populations, in turn creating a
healthy, diverse environment for visitors and all Montanans. The landowners allow access for fishing, with their permission.

Will the project have a public benefit in a county where 15% or more of the population lives below the poverty level?
Counties include: Big Horn, Blaine, Chouteau, Deer Lodge, Garfield, Glacier, Golden Valley, Hill, Lake, Liberty, Lincoln,
Meagher, Mineral, Musselshell, Pondera, Powell, Roosevelt, Rosebud, Sanders, Silver Bow, Toole and Wheatland.
N/A

Will the project benefit historically underserved populations (e.g. minority populations, people with disabilities)?
N/A
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Climate Change
Will the project improve climate change resilience for communities, native plants, wildlife or ecosystems?
The climate change scenario for SW MT points to a warmer and wetter future, and one with changing timing, frequency and
velocity of runoff, as mountain snow packs decrease over time. The ability of the landscape to slow and store cold water later into
the dry summer months is seen as a critical component of climate resiliency. As climate change portends decreased snowpack and
hotter summers, the evidence is growing that storing snowmelt in soils- whether through flood irrigation, beaver/beaver-mimicked
wetlands, or improved hydrologic function between streams and floodplains- is the desired direction for a climate-adapted
landscape, and among the most cost-effective approaches. Waterways that are actively incising and drying out are a threat to
ranching livelihoods and wildlife. These channels have lost their hydrologic function and tend to convey surface water at increased
velocity, out of the landscape. Our project targets an example of an actively degrading system to demonstrate a Stage 0 approach
to reverse ecological trends and create the wetland systems we need as part of a climate-adapted solution on working lands.

Will the project restore or protect cool, late-season flow?
Yes. These cold, mesic refugia are critical for late-season water availability, especially in freestone rivers like the Big Hole. Due to
the deeply incised channel and severe head cutting, the creek can’t overtop its banks and expand soil water retention horizontally
across the floodplain. This dysfunctional stream system does not allow for hydrologic connection between the stream and
floodplain and has lost the ability to slow down and store cold water in the soil, especially important for dry summer months. By
restoring the hydrologic function of the large mesic area (Stage 0) and reconnecting the stream and floodplain downstream, the
project will allow for the soaking of the ground water "sponge" and the release of surface water later into the season. A restored
mesic system will exhibit year-round groundwater-fed wetlands along over 500 feet of current degraded channel and an expanded
5.4 acres of saturated floodplain. Once the wetland is tied into the existing channel, restoration will promote regular overbank
flows across the entirety of the floodplain, particularly in the spring and early summer months and after precipitation events.

Impacts to Downstream Communities
Will the project reduce pollutant loading above a permitted point source discharge in a way that could increase
assimilative capacity in the the receiving water?
N/A

Will the project help protect a drinking water source?
This project directly helps protect a drinking water source. The Big Hole River in 2021 provided over 60% of the drinking water for
the municipality of Butte. The Butte-Silver Bow Water Utility Department pumps water directly from the middle Big Hole River, near
Divide, so the water quality improvements from this project extends to those who drink its water.
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Tasks and Budget
DEQ uses a standard template to develop scopes of work for 319 contracts. The tasks below match up with DEQ
standard scope of work template. Some tasks might not be applicable to your project. Please leave the non-applicable
tasks blank. If your project doesn't fit the task outline, use the task labeled "Other" to describe your project.
Task 1 - Project Planning Deliverables (Include such things as completing project designs, conducting site
evaluations, obtaining permits, organizing volunteers, conducting scoping meetings, etc. Identify specific deliverables
that will be submitted.)
BHWC will take this project from its current design stage to final design and steward the project through permitting to final
construction. We will contract with Confluence Consulting to finalize the design, and produce a public bid process to hire a
construction contractor for earthwork and hand labor activities. Confluence will also provide construction oversight. We will also
coordinate the delivery of salvaged timber from this year’s Trail Creek fire nearby and the purchase and installation of fencing.
BHWC will coordinate between these entities to align implementation schedules and work plans and lead all procurement efforts
needed for project implementation. This task provides time for BHWC staff to obtain necessary permits and coordinate all aspects
of the project with partners.
Deliverables:
1. Copies of all required project permits and authorizations.
2. Copy of all Service Agreements with contractors.
3. Copies of design sheets and wetland delineation.

State
Cash Match

In-Kind
Match

Local
Cash Match

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request
$ 13,330

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$0

$ 13,330

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Landowner Agreements, Operation and Maintenance

This task only applies to projects involving on-the-ground activities. DEQ periodically evaluates the effectiveness of
each on-the-ground project. To accomplish this, DEQ requires a process be in place to allow periodic access to the
project site. The landowner agreement should also specify the roles of each project partner in the design,
implementation and continued operation of on-the-ground pollution prevention practices. DEQ does not require the
use of a specific landowner agreement template. In some situations, existing agreements between the project
sponsor and the landowner may be sufficient.
Task 2 - Landowner Agreements, Operation and Maintenance Deliverables (Include such things as landowner/
sponsor communication, and draft and final agreements.
BHWC will create a Landowner Agreement for Erb Livestock detailing operation and maintenance of the project work. The
agreement will ensure adequate completion and long-term maintenance of project work, including a fencing and grazing
management plan. BHWC will be the main contact between the landowner and the contractors and will ensure the landowner
agreement is drafted to outline the maintenance and monitoring responsibilities of the project. The agreement will identify
responsible parties and appropriate actions for maintaining structures, vegetation, management measures and water quality
improvements associated with this contract and for the life of the project (e.g. greater than 5 years).
Deliverables:
1. Draft landowner agreement for DEQ review
2. Final, signed landowner agreement

State
Cash Match

Local
Cash Match

In-Kind
Match
$ 100

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$ 100

$ 100

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source Landowner

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

✔

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Project Implementation
Task 3 - Project Implementation Deliverables (Include such things as construction oversight, implementation of
on-the-ground restoration practices, preparation and submittal of as-built drawings, etc.)
This task includes labor, materials, heavy equipment, and oversight costs to execute the restoration approach in the final project
design. This task will be matched with funds from unsecured sources. The four targeted approaches include:
1. Fencing: The entire perimeter of the immediate project area will be fenced from cattle.
2. Wetland restoration: Approximately 8,000 cubic yards of earth will be used to fill the headcut areas and re-establish wetland
habitat along over 500 linear feet. Upland soils will be used first in the fill area. Compaction and the addition of woody material
throughout the new floodplain will provide the needed stability for the site to capture and store water. An appropriately sized
channel will be established within the newly filled floodplain to tie surface flows to existing gradient downstream.
3. Wetland conservation: Low ground pressure equipment will be used to level out livestock created hummocks while retaining
microtopography.
4. Streambank regrading will reduce over 20 tons of annual sediment inputs into the system from over 500 feet of eroding banks.
The addition of post-assisted log structures in the channel will promote wetting of abandoned side channels.
Deliverables:
1. Complete construction of project.

State
Cash Match

Local
Cash Match
$ 56,987

$ 9,600

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request
$ 85,479

In-Kind
Match

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$ 66,587

$ 152,066

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source $8,000 of in-kind will come form landowner in the form of native sod materials

Secured

✔

Match Source $1,600 of log material will be donated from the USFS for stage 0 roughness

Secured

✔

Match Source $56,987 local cash will be come from unsecured WCS Climate Adaptation Grant

Secured

Match Source

Secured

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Other Activities

Use this task if the activities you are proposing are outside the scope of the typical design/implement/monitor
process. Provide sufficient details to enable application reviewers to successfully compare the nonpoint source
pollution reduction benefits of your project to those of other projects in the applicant pool.

Task 4 - Project Deliverables (Include activities you will complete and the products you will submit to
demonstrate completion.)

State
Cash Match

In-Kind
Match

Local
Cash Match

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$0

$0

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Project Effectiveness Monitoring

The short duration (1-3 years) and limited spatial extent (often just a few hundred yards) of most 319-funded projects
frequently precludes the use of traditional water chemistry monitoring as a means of evaluating project effectiveness.
Instead, DEQ encourages project sponsors to use simpler, more qualitative tools. Typically, this will include pre- and
post-construction photo point monitoring, vegetation mortality measurements, and perhaps modeling to estimate
pollution load reductions. Please contact one of the DEQ Nonpoint Source Program staff for guidance relative to your
specific project.
Task 5 - Project Effectiveness Monitoring Deliverables (Identify the specific tools and products you will use to
evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of your project in reducing nonpoint source pollution.)
The improvements made to the system as a result of this project will decrease sediment inputs to the North Fork of the Big Hole
River and increase wetland area and groundwater recharge. BHWC, in consultation with the DEQ Contract Manager, will develop a
reasonable method or set of methods for evaluating and reporting on the effectiveness of the project in addressing water quality
issues.
The Monitoring Plan will include the following project effectiveness evaluation activities: 1) an estimated sediment load reduction,
reported in tons/year, 2) photo-point monitoring that includes before and after treatment pictures, 3) additional data collected by
partners (temperature, fish counts, etc).
Deliverables:
1. Draft Monitoring Plan for review and comment in Microsoft Word.
2. Final version of monitoring plan addressing DEQ comments.
3. Written summary of all monitoring activities and results (Final Report).

State
Cash Match

In-Kind
Match

Local
Cash Match

Federal
Match

319 Funding
Request
$ 2,400

Total
Planning
Cost

Other
Funding*

$0

$ 2,400

Total
Non-Federal
Match
Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

Match Source

Secured

*Use this space to record any funding that will be used to support creation of the task deliverables, but will not be reported as
match. The purpose of this information is to give application reviewers a clearer understanding of the total amount of funding
required to complete a task.
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Additional Attachments
Attach additional items that could help reviewers better understand your project. Items could include site photos,
design drawings, site evaluations, permits, etc. Please be conscious of reviewers' time, as they may not have time to
read lengthy studies and reports. List all additional attachments below.
Project Location and Maps

✔

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project_Photos

✔

Smith Sage Springs Restoration_Concept Plan

✔

Letters of Suppot

✔

Additional information that could assist reviewers in evaluating the project's potential impact on NPS pollution.
As our reconnected system transitions from degraded to functioning, we expect to see interim benchmarks such as vegetation
changes on the floodplain, (dying of sagebrush), increase of wetland and riparian species, increased NDVI, improvements in
late-season surface flows and elevated groundwater levels.
The Smith Sage Springs is a tributary to the Nork Fork Big Hole River, (Big Hole River<North Fork Big Hole<Smith Sage Springs)
located on private land (Erb Livestock) in the Big Hole Valley in Southwest Montana. The North Fork Big Hole River is listed by the
Montana Department of Environmental Quality as impaired for sedimentation, flow regime modification, and alteration in
stream-side/littoral vegetative covers.
The project area spans 153 acres, including approximately 4.5 miles of tributary to the North Fork of the Big Hole River. We expect
our work restoring the wetland hydrology of this system will benefit this entire project area. The more direct footprint of this
project will occur on the 15 acres of formerly mesic habitat around and below the large headcut.
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Project Map

Smith Sage Springs

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project

Wise River

Hummock Removal Area: 5 Acres
Headcut Remediation and Mesic Enhancement: 7 Acres
Eroding Banks: 571 Feet

Wisdom

Jackson

Preliminary Fence Orientation

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project
Hummock Removal Area: 5 Acres
Headcut Remediation and Mesic Enhancement: 7 Acres
Eroding Banks: 571 Feet
Preliminary Fence Orientation

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project
Eroding Banks: 571 Feet
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Letters Of Support

United States Department of
the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Montana Partners for
Fish & Wildlife

420 Barrett Street, Dillon, MT 59725

Watershed Protection Section
Supervisor
Water Quality Planning Bureau
Department of Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 200901
Helena, MT 59620-0901

October 22, 2021

Dear DEQ Nonpoint Source Program
Grant Committee,
Please accept this letter of support for The Big Hole Watershed Committee’s Smith Springs 319
Grant application in the Upper Big Hole Watershed. I have had the pleasure of working with the
Big Hole Watershed Committee (BHWC) for over two decades and appreciate their stewardship
and accomplishments to enhance the natural resources of Montana and the Big Hole Watershed.
This proposal continues those effort with the goal of restoring natural processes on a degraded
Spring Creek. Currently the Smith Springs creek and associated wet meadow habitat is becoming
incised and an active headcut continues to degrade the wetland and disconnect the water table
from the surface. In the arid west, mesic habitats are a small percentage of the landscape but
have disproportionately large importance to wildlife and livestock. The Smith Spring mesic
complex is located in an expansive sagebrush tract and utilized by numerous wildlife species.
Healthy mesic areas provide important forb and insect food sources for wildlife and livestock
and improve resiliency of our watersheds. Two sage grouse leks are located within a mile of the
project site and an on-going sage grouse movement study has shown sage grouse to nest adjacent
to the wetland and utilizing the mesic area for summer and brood rearing habitat. Additionally,
elk, pronghorn and variety of songbirds and raptors utilize the habitat. The mesic area also
provides an important feed and stockwater source for livestock.
We propose to address the headcut, reset the spring channel, and reconnect the water table
enhancing native wetland plant species and increasing acers of mesic habitat. The project will be
protected by fencing and grazing management strategy that will allow appropriate vegetation to
establish. The restoration will result in measurable improvements in water quality addressing and
active point source of sediment. The Smith Springs periodically flows into the North Fork of the
Big Hole River which is listed for sediment. Most of the year the springs will not reach the
North Fork, however in spring runoff flows can reach the NF and increase sediment loads.

INTERIOR REGION 5
Missouri Basin

INTERIOR REGION 7
Upper Colorado River Basin

Kansas, Montana*, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming

*PARTIAL

2

The USFWS Montana Partners for Fish & Wildlife Program (PFW) has collaborated with private
landowners and the BHWC for many years to implement watershed scale conservation and identify longterm strategies that protect and maintain resiliency in our watersheds. Our goals support important

local ranching, fishing and recreation economies and improve habitat for numerous wildlife, fish,
and avian species. We have identified the Big Hole watershed as a conservation focus area due to its

unique assemblage of wildlife species, intact habitats and potential to implement conservation at a
landscape scale. We have funded the design for this project and are investigating further funding as match
for the project work. We look forward to working with the BHWC, the DEQ and other partners to
enhance the water resources of Big Hole watershed. I am confident as a partner that your support for
these efforts are building a better future for SW Montana. Thank you for considering this proposal.
Sincerely,
James Magee
Fish and Wildlife Biologist
MT Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Supplemental
Information

October 29, 2021
Mark Ockey
Water Quality Planning Bureau
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
P.O Box 200901
Helena, MT 59620-0901
RE: 319 Request, Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project, Big Hole Watershed Committee
Dear Mr. Ockey,
Attached is the Big Hole Watershed Committee’s funding request for the Smith Sage
Springs Restoration Project.
An electronic version of these files were emailed to Mockey@mt.gov on 10/29/2021 via the
State File Transfer Service.
Our proposal includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Signed Application Form
Project Location and Maps
Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project Photos
Smith Sage Springs Restoration Conceptual Plan
Letters of Support

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please contact me at 303-8085611 or at blaporte@bhwc.org.
Sincerely,
Ben LaPorte
BHWC Program Manager

Big Hole Watershed Committee
P.O. Box 21, Divide, Montana 59727
Phone: 406-552-2369
https://bhwc.org

info@bhwc.org

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project-Bank Photos

Eroding bank 1 (October 20, 2021). Total Length = 80 feet.

Eroding Bank 1 (October, 20 2021).

Beginning of eroding bank 2 (October 20, 2021).

Eroding bank 2 (October 20, 2021).

Eroding bank 2 (June 16, 2020). Note: arrow landmark in below photo.

Eroding bank 2 (October 20, 2021). Total length =210 feet. Note: arrow landmark in above photo.

Eroding bank 3 (October 20,2021). Total length =105 feet. Note: arrow landmark in below photo.

Eroding bank 3 (October 20, 2021). Note: arrow landmark in above photo.

Eroding bank 4. Total length = 88.5 feet.

Existing conditions at eroding bank 4.

Eroding bank 3-background and 4-foreground (June 16, 2020). Note: arrow landmark in below photo.

Eroding bank 3-background and 4-foreground (October 20, 2020). Note arrow landmark in above
photo.

Smith Sage Springs Restoration Project- Headcut and Hummock Photos

Massive headcut in middle of project area (June 16, 2020).

Massive headcut (October, 20 2021).

Just downstream of headcut (October 20, 2021).

Incised and degraded conditions downstream of headcut (October 20, 2021).

Incised and degraded conditions downstream of headcut (October 20, 2021).

Incised and degraded conditions upstream of headcut (October 20, 2021).

Most upstream headcut and beginning of degradation (June 16, 2020). Note: Intact mesic area in the
background. This intact wet meadow with no discernible channel serves as the reference reach for this
project.

Intact mesic system directly above the project site (October 20, 2021). Reference reach for project.

Large hummocks at the top of the project area. Arrow shows slumping and the beginnings of headcuts
working upstream (October 20, 2021).

Large hummocks that exist on 5 acres on the right floodplain (October 20, 2021). The proposed
project seeks to restore this hummocked area by leveling them out with low pressure equipment.

Figure 1: Headcut migration and correlating vegetation shifts from wetland to xeric.

Figure 2. Smith Sage Springs negative successional trends from upstream (bottom left) to downstream
(top right).
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PHASE 1 PROPOSED DESIGN ELEMENTS:
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MATERIAL FOR HEADCUT REMEDIATION
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ENHANCEMENT FLOODPLAIN CONNECTIVITY AND TO RAISE GROUNDWATER
ELEVATION.
3. INCORPORATE LARGE WOOD INTO FILL AREA AND CHANNEL CONFIGURATION
FOR GRADE CONTROL AND ROUGHNESS ELEMENTS.
4. DEVELOP A NEW CHANNEL CONFIGURATION SIMILAR TO CHANNEL GEOMETRY IN
REFERENCE CHANNEL UPSTREAM OF PROJECT AREA..INCORPORATE LOG
STEPS FOR GRADE CONTROL.
5. USE LOW GROUND PRESSURE EQUIPMENT TO LEVEL OUT LIVESTOCK CREATED
HUMMOCKS ON RIGHT FLOODPLAIN WHILE RETAINING MICROTOPOGRAPY
6. REVEGETATE DISTURBED AREAS TO NATIVE MESIC PLANTING REGIME
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